Quantification of sleep disordered breathing by computerized analysis of oximetry, heart rate and snoring.
Intermittent snoring and cyclic oscillations of heart rate and oxyhaemoglobin saturation (Sao2) are characteristic features of the obstructive sleep apnoea syndrome (OSAS). Thus, overnight recordings of laryngeal sounds and heart rate by a portable device (MESAM) and of Sao2 by oximetry are applicable to screen outpatients for the presence of OSAS. Computerized analysis for time intervals of constant heart rate and intervals between snoring sounds is used by MESAM to quantify respiratory disturbances during sleep. Rapid increases in Sao2 during the postapnoeic hyperventilation period together with the number of desaturations are used by a new software for quantitative analysis of oximetry. To elucidate reliability of results from automatically scored MESAM and oximetry recordings, we compared the four computer calculated respiratory disturbance indices from heart rate (RDIH), snoring (RDIS), resaturations (RDIR) and desaturations (RDID) with the apnoea plus hypopnoea index (AHI) from simultaneously performed polysomnography. The study population consisted of 53 snorers with an AHI of 19.0 +/- 2.6 (median +/- SEM; range 0.7-87.8). Whereas both RDI's from MESAM correlated rather weakly with the AHI from polysomnography (RDIH: r = 0.32, p less than 0.05; RDIS: r = 0.33, p less than 0.05), this correlation was much better for the RDI's from oximetry (RDIR: r = 0.951, RDID: r = 0.93; p much less than 0.0001). Accepting a plus/minus 30 percent difference from the AHI, the RDIR classified 77% of patients correctly, the RDID 62%, the RDIS 32% and the RDIH 23%. In conclusion, results from computerized analysis of oximetry for desaturations and rapid resaturations correlate more closely with polysomnography than those from automatic scoring of MESAM recordings.